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Overview


Across UAL three groups of students have responded to briefs
set by the SDI and Bite Back



Graphic Communication Design BA students at CSM came up
with methods for provoking young people into critical thinking
about food



Service Design MA students at LCC imagined what the
experience of buying food might be like in the future



MBA students at CSM/ Birkbeck proposed strategies for creating
a social movement for change



This report presents a selection of the ideas the students
developed. Copyright for all works resides with the students.
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Brief 1:
Design materials or methods for engaging children
and young people in critical reflective thinking about
food and drink

The brief…
BA Strategy & Identity students at Central Saint Martins were asked to consider the following brief
(co-written with course leader David Preston):
At present, a small number of young people are involved in campaigning on issues around the food system.
How can you make more young people aware of the issues within this area? In this brief we are asking you
to develop materials or methods that encourage young people to engage in critical reflective thinking about
the food and drink they consume.
What?
W hat is it that you would like children
or young people to learn or think
about, in relation to food and
obesity? Is it about learning some
new facts about food, biology,
nutrition, the food supply chain,
cooking, the environment? Or about
self-understanding and discovery –
contemplating and questioning one’s
own attitudes, beliefs, values, habits,
cultural norms, desires?

Who?
Who is your target audience? And
what is their starting point? How
much do they already know and
understand about food and the food
system? Bear in mind the food
experiences of small children as
compared to adolescents differ
markedly – in terms of what they eat,
where, who with, and the degree of
autonomy they have over eating.

How?
How could you provoke, encourage,
or challenge your target audience to
think or learn about food in a new
way? What medium would work
best? What is the context of use?
W hen would it happen? Are they in
groups, with peers or parents, in
class, on their own?

In addressing these three questions, we would like you to create a prototype method or materials for
engaging children and/ or young people in critical thinking about food.
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The ideas

Students worked in groups dividually on the
brief over a 4 week period, presenting their
final ideas at a (virtual) open studio. The
following slides highlight a selection of their
ideas.

Caitlin Rosendale

Guerilla sticker campaign
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Caitlin Rosendale

Guerilla sticker campaign
“The fast food industry tends to use advertising to entice teens
into their shops, offering them cheap, fast, tasty food. They are
aware of how to effectively target teens. Restrictions on
advertising do not sufficiently extend to social media or the
street, leaving teens vulnerable to manipulation.

I want my target audience (15-18) to learn about this
manipulation, and protest it. These stickers are designed for
teens to stick over advertising that they believe is trying to
manipulate them. I hope that this would lead them to think
more critically about what they’re being sold and why they’re
being sold it, and that this will help them make informed
decisions about where they buy their food.
The hashtag would link to a website where you can find out
facts about the subject and order stickers, as well as giving
people a way to share their findings with their friends over
social media. There would also be a free downloadable sticker
pack that can be used to digitally overlay the stickers on apps
such as snapchat.”
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Brittany Russell

Subverting fast food ads
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Brittany Russell

Subverting fast food ads
“Adam Curtis’ ‘Century of the Self’ docuseries explores how Edward
Bernays used his uncle Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalysis to show
the American corporations how to manipulate the masses to
buy/consume things they didn’t need by linking them to their
subconscious desires. This made me think more about the food
industry and the visual language they use to subconsciously
persuade people to visit their restaurants or buy their packets of
crisps, chocolates and sweets. More often than not, we have
encountered numerous billboards or bus stop ads, and whilst we
think we are the ones choosing to grab a burger from McDonalds, it
is the copious advertisements that have got us there.”

“Aware of the strategic marketing tactics used by the fast food
industry to manipulate young adults and teenagers into making
unhealthy food choices, I wanted to take a different approach to the
tempting ad campaigns that saturate the world we live in. I have
stripped away the vibrant colours and beautifully photographed junk
food, plastered with catchy deals that make us say ‘Only £20 for two
large pizzas and a side? Go on then!’ Instead you see the more
unappetising reality of fast food, not nearly as tempting as the
imagery we are used to seeing.”
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Laila Pollard

If the adverts behaved would you still crave?

Watch the ad here: https://youtu.be/pbwrP-QIKl4
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Laila Pollard

If the adverts behaved would you still crave?
“My project is a light-hearted remake of an ad aimed towards
young teens, particularly children of the age bracket 11-14, in
the initial years of secondary school that brings new
experiences of independence outside of the family home. The
video is intended to challenge their views and prompt
reflection upon junk food marketing. I imagine they would
watch it in/ on their own environment/ devices, but it could also
work as a starting point for an open discussion in the
classroom: for example about how the video makes them feel,
or what it prompts them to think about.
I have emphasised the deliberate manipulation of the senses
to tempt people to purchase junk food, inspired by ‘food porn’
ads and junk food commercials. The video is intended to show
how such images are crafted for your craving. The video
shows the process of making the burger in real life, and the
finished version is digitally photoshopped, similarly to real fast
food posters, implying that fast food corporations make their
adverts more satiating through such techniques. A final
message at the end that clarifies what I want the viewer to
reflect upon: I used a rhetorical question to ask them to
question the effects of junk food marketing.
The soundtrack is Gooey by Glass Animals.”
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Brook Hitchmough

Chopd
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Brook Hitchmough

Chopd
“As our digital presence becomes increasingly fundamental in
the 21st century, making the food you eat an accessory to
your identity can be a motivation to eat more healthily.
Chopd is a social platform exclusively for high school children
to experiment with their eating habits and build their
confidence in cooking. Alongside viral food recipes, tips to take
the best Insta-worthy food picture, and trending TikTok food,
the app’s primary activity is to challenge friends’ capability in
the kitchen. To set and receive challenges, create a group
within the app with classmates or people of similar interests to
build experience and confidence through fun tasks and healthy
competition.”
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Amy Matthews

Friends for Five
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Amy Matthews

Friends for Five
“Friends for Five is an educational tool that encourages
children to eat their 5-a-day through a 31 day quest of finding
10 collectable ‘friends’.
Whilst researching, I found that children want a McDonalds
happy meal for the collectable toy rather than the actual fast
food, so I have designed a sustainable paper alternative in the
form of paper nets, that can be formed into 10 collectable
friends.
The activity takes place over 31 days, as I found children are
more likely to establish new habits if practiced daily over the
space of 3-4 weeks.
There is a wall chart that will be displayed in the classroom
alongside individual daily charts that each student in the class
will receive. These can be transported in between school and
home and are used to track their daily intake of fruit and
vegetables. When eaten, a circle can be ticked off their
individual charts for that day, with the aim being to get all 5
ticked and signed off. This will collectively allow the class to
then scratch off a ‘pebble’ on the wall map in the classroom,
unlocking either a class activity or a friend.”
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Fiorenza Deandra

Evil Food Corp

Watch the simulation here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/182VN4fTrGZamXml84EVkdlY7MEQWX8dY/view
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Fiorenza Deandra

Evil Food Corp
“Evil Food Corp is a educational game for children aged 9 – 15
years old where they can learn about the dangers of prepackaged and processed food by becoming the people behind
the industry.
It is a roleplay choice game, where the outcome of each round
is affected by the choices the player makes. The player will
roleplay as the CEO of “Evil Food Corp.”, a company that
creates and sells pre-packaged food. The player will be
encouraged to make “bad” choices that will lead to the
company lying to their customers and being able to sell more
of their products, learning the devious tricks the food industry
uses to make food attractive and addictive. The aim of the
game is to collect as much money as possible and to collect
all the badges in the game within one round. However, there is
a twist to the storyline when they are asked to be a doubleagent for the government…”
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Noemi Finel

Good Market
“Good Market is a service for teenagers and young adults who
are eating on a budget.
Many of us tend to buy all our food in one place: the
supermarket. It overshadows small local businesses that sell
healthy fruit and vegetables grown locally. And unfortunately,
at every market, a large amount of those healthy products go
to waste. Young people are always in a rush; they don't have
time to spend a whole morning at the Farmers Market, and
what would they buy?
Good Market brings together the food needs of young people,
and promotes local shops, encouraging less waste. Through
an app, you can subscribe for a premade bag of seasonal fruit
and vegetables, choose your price and collect. The app tells
you the benefits of the fruit and vegetables in season. By
using the service regularly, you gain stamps and win prizes
throughout your health journey.
Through using the service young people learn how to eat more
healthily and seasonally, and what the specific benefits are of
different foods, but they can also support small businesses,
reduce waste, and save money.”
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Yue Hu

Wonderfood
“Wonderfood is a video game to help children learn and think
critically about food. Players must find out the consequences
of an unhealthy diet, become familiar with various types of
healthy ingredients, and learning some basic principles of
nutrition. The game communicates the idea that food is an
amazing tool to change people’s health in a positive way.
The game's main character is a chef who explores different
‘countries’ on a fictional world map. Each country’s population
has some particular health problems: the player has to
observe local eating habits and then invent recipes based on
local (healthy) ingredients that can help with that health
problem.
The game then scores the player's cuisine,
according to how balanced their recipe is.
This can help children learn some of the
basic principles of nutrition.
By gaining points through cooking, new
countries to visit are ‘unlocked’.”
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Sadia Aktar

Food Play
“Foodplay is a physical toolset [like cutlery] for toddlers
between 2 and 3, designed to encourage an exploration of the
food they eat. I wanted to form a positive relationship between
children and trying new foods, and thought that using play
would provoke an experimental and imaginative interaction,
that allowed the child to fully understand what they are eating.
I included a read-along book that explains the different uses of
the tools to assist both the parent and child.”
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Adipa Klomchitcharoen

See! It’s not as bad as you thought
“See! is a virtual pet game in the form of a keychain toy, that
comes with a touchscreen and a unique ID for each player.
See! engages players in activities such as feeding your avatar,
keeping your avatar happy and healthy, and collecting special
items and accessories – all through accepting real-life eating
challenges and sending out challenges to other players.
The game aims to create a fun association with food for the
players, and to encourage picky eaters to be open to trying
new food through different challenges, with their friends and
family. Using social settings and creative challenges eases the
anxiety of trying new food, and conveys the idea that trying
new food can be enjoyable and fun.”
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Brief 2: Imagining young
people’s experiences of food in
the future

The brief…
MA Service Design students at the London College of Communication were asked to consider the
following challenge*, as part of their ‘Global Design Futures’ module:

Thinking about the places, spaces and moments where young people interact with and experience food and
the food system, we have identified three ‘sites’ or areas of focus for creative reimagining of futures. We
would like you to explore one of these sites, and propose new ways it might be rethought or reformulated to
offer opportunities for young people to be healthy.
Focus 1: the chicken shop

Focus 2: food shops

Focus 3: fast food chains

In this brief, we would like you to
explore and unpack the complex
mix of issues that are bound up in
the site of ‘the chicken shop’.
Based on your rapid research into
the phenomenon, we would like
you to reformulate the chicken
shop concept in such a way that it
creates opportunities for (young)
people to be healthy.

In this brief, we would like you to
unpack the experience of shopping
for food, focusing on one type of
shop (e.g. supermarket, corner
shop). Based on your rapid
research into a site of food
shopping, we would like you to
reformulate the experience of
shopping for food, and develop a
concept that creates opportunities
for (young) people to be healthy.

In this brief, we would like you to
explore how this part of the system
might be differently configured to
support healthy choices.
Examining one or two large fast
food chains, we would like you to
unpack the current fast food
experience, and to propose ways
we could re-design the fast food
industry to be a force for health.

* Co-authored by Nicki Whiteman, Lara Salinas, Jocelyn Bailey.
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Four possible futures…
8 teams of students worked on the brief for a 4 week period, basing their proposals in one of four possible
future scenarios. The scenarios were taken from the Government Office for Science Foresight Report on
obesity. The students invented new food experiences and services that might plausibly exist in these worlds.
Scenario One: Vocal consumers have set priorities in an
individualistic market-driven society which invests in longterm planning to anticipate and prepare for future challenge
Scenario Two: Reaction against individualism creates a
growing sense of responsibility to the community. Feelings
of vulnerability to resource challenge engender large-scale,
long-term planning for the future that accounts for
‘externalities’.
Scenario Three: A scenario dominated by inclusive debate
in which challenges are met by working together in
communities, but only as and when they occur.
Government Office for Science Foresight Programme (2007)
‘Tackling Obesities: Future Choices – Visualising the Future:
Scenarios to 2050’

Scenario Four: A highly competitive, innovative and, in the
short term, economically successful scenario dominated by
short-term reaction to challenge. Intense individualism
creates a society in which inequalities become very
apparent.
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White Burger

Scenario
1

What if fast food packaging and food are standardised in
plain white to weaken the effects of advertising? Would it
change the fast food consumption habits of young people?
Our five senses have a big influence on our food. Fast food
chains constantly improve their products and produce
imagery to make them look attractive to consumers,
especially children and teenagers. Our team reimagined
the future of fast food by proposing a totally debranded
restaurant, and the ‘white burger’ meal. We imagined what
would happen if, in 2030, fast-food restaurants were
stripped off all coloured branding. Advertisements would be
all achromatic, as would the food. Alongside this, we
foresee that in this scenario vegan junk food will be highly
trendy as people are concerned about climate change,
animal protection, and their own carbon footprint. Children
will have to seek parental consent to visit fast-food
restaurants.
The debranding policy would be implemented to reduce the
appearance of fast food in the hope of reducing junk food
consumption by children and teenagers.
Created by Team D: Jie Meng, Xiaolin Huang, Sherry Wang, Leanne Chen, Raymond Tan
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Posh chicken/ insect chicken

Scenario
1

What if in the future there is a big gap between rich and
poor and sustainability is so exploited for profit that only
rich people can afford to eat what they want? What if all the
poor people can do is to eat insects?
We created a concept of two future chicken shops for poor
and wealthy areas.
In a cheap chicken shop, there are insect-based foods
(made to look and taste like chicken) and locally-produced
seasonally available food, like ketchup made from British
tomatoes. In an expensive shop, there are animal-based
products like natural chicken, dairy milk, parmesan, and
gravy, as well as imported products like Sicilian pepper or
Mexican Chili Sauce.
Our concept does not try to solve the child obesity problem.
However, through our concept, we can see that there might
be ways to make food healthier (insect-based chicken
might actually be healthier) while keeping it affordable, and
more sustainable, and that this could in fact be acceptable
to consumers.
Created by Team F: Jijun Li, Katerina Shikhotova, Peiling Wu, Tiannan Zhao, Wareesa Lakanathampichit
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Youth Pay

Scenario
2

What happens when our society goes cashless? What if
the government enforced limits, not based on the amount
of money children are spending, but based on the types of
food they are spending their money on?
Currently most under 16s spending power is limited to
cash, so when physical currency is inevitably phased out of
circulation there will be a unique opportunity to change the
way bank cards function for the under 16s. YouthPay is a
new payment system brought in by the government in
2030. It is compulsory for all 11-16 years olds to have a
YouthPay bank card, which tracks their spend on food and
drink items. This card limits their spend on saturated fats,
salts and sugars and the linked app alerts them when they
have reached this daily limit (set on the basis of a health
assessment by their GP). Thus the system alllows some,
but not unlimited, ‘unhealthy’ eating.
YouthPay draws upon the idea that the change in
behaviour needs to come from young people, and aims to
influence their eating behaviours whilst maintaining a sense
of agency.
Created by Team C: Areeba Waraich, Laura Leahy, Cassie Dai, Rey Zhang, John Zeng
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Debranded groceries

Scenario
2

What if we lived in a future where the government imposed
strict regulations on food companies to decrease their
manipulation on the public and to make transparent the
“true costs” of foods?
How would you feel if you walked into a grocery store and
all packaged goods now came in white standardized
packaging, separated by clear labelling for whole foods,
processed foods, and ultra processed foods?
In this scenario, advertising would become obsolete, and
food brands would have to improve the content of their
products to compete, emphasizing sustainability and
natural food processing. Whole foods would be cheaper
and therefore more accessible to the public, while highly
processed foods would be taxed heavily and prohibited to
be sold to minors. It would become an individual’s duty to
stay healthy and eat responsibly for the good of the
collective community, and those who don’t conform would
be shamed.

Created by Team E: Laura Duarte Carrasquilla, Chutiwan Boonyoiyad, Yi Duan, Congcong Jiang, Angela Tam,
Ruchika Karnani
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The McPill

Scenario
3

What would happen if a big fast food brand like McDonald’s
tried to solve child obesity in their own way?
McPill is a pill produced by McDonald’s in the future which
makes every meal perfectly balanced by reducing intake of
salt, sugar and fat, and supplementing nutrition. While
there are some suspected side effects and arguments
around safety and ethics, McPill attracts customers who
want a more affordable balanced meal, and to eat fast food
without feeling guilty.
McPill promotes a dream solution for their customers to get
instantly healthy, but really, for those most deprived young
families who rely on cheap fast food, having a slightly
healthier McDonald’s is not a solution. Our exhibition – a
family dining room table – illustrates the risk of ignoring the
true causes of child obesity, as well as the risk of taking an
easy solution to tackle it. Fast food brands cannot fix the
whole problem by themselves. McPill shows how it is hard
to change the habits of people and brands without dealing
with fundamental issues such as social inequality.

Created by Team H: Ryoko Baba, Min Deng, Jean Sureechainirun, Wen Ding, Esther Song
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Food Union

Scenario
3

What if our food identities begin to divide us?
Today, people are already beginning to locate a sense of
identiy in their food preferences. Vegetarian people go to
vegetarian restaurants, they love sharing with vegetarians
and unconsciously, food tribes start developing.

Our concept pushes this idea a bit further. It shows 3
different established communities; vegetarian, meat eater
and liquid community. We aim to show how a society where
people have different food preferences naturally splits into
separate communities, as people feel more comfortable
around others with the same values. However, they still
need each other to survive, as all of them have some
specific products/services that the others don’t, but need
for their daily lives.
We see fast food playing a new role here: as an experience
that unites the three communities, where children can meet
and eat healthier fast food. It is also a place of transitioning,
where people under 18 can decide which food community
they want to join.
Created by Team A: Maria Domeyko, Eva Wu, Fanxi Zhou, Daria Kryshyna
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Dare to eat your fat

Scenario
3

What if people could see that the fried chicken they eat
becomes excess fat in their body: would it reduce their
desire to eat fried chicken and change their consumption
habits?
In our concept, we are trying to help people perceive the
relationship between fried chicken and human fat through a
series of experiences designed in the chicken shop.
Our design is divided into three parts. One is to remind
people, through a series of posters, that what they eat
becomes body fat. And they would be told about this as
part of the experience of buying fast food. Therefore, the
second part is a standardized display in fried chicken
shops, showing the corresponding amount of fat in each
item with fat cubes of different sizes. The final reminder is
in the receipt, with an origami pattern that allows you to fold
it into a small cube, the size of which is calculated based
on the food they order. In this way people can literally see
the volume of fat they are eating.

Created by Team G: Chunqiu li Lee; Jonathan Sung; LiMing Yu; Sihui Huang; Ting Wang
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Meat the Future

Scenario
4

What would happen if fast food chains only used artificial
meat in 2030?
Through our research we found there is big potential in
artificial meat to help people eat more healthily. It is also
potentially cheaper than real meat, and can be highly
customized or designed to a specification. Therefore, it
could be a good choice for lots of different people to keep
healthy. Our final proposal is an order service system for
artificial meat, with 5 steps.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Step 1: choose eating purpose (losing weight, brain
boosting, anti-aging or body-building)
Step 2: choose which animal you would like to eat
Step 3: choose which part of the animal you want to eat
Step 4: choose the age of the artificial meat cells – the
younger the more expensive
Step 5: add nutrition to your food

Based on the user’s choices, they receive a customised
receipt, showing the nutritional value of their meal, as well
as a healthy eating plan tailored to their goals.
Created by Team B: Mingming Gao, Dawnie Li, Fraser Lu, Chuan Li
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Brief 3: How can we raise awareness of
injustices in the food system and
create a social movement for change?

The brief…
Four teams of MBA students at CSM/ Birkbeck were asked to respond the following
brief*:
Bite Back 2030 is a youth-led movement working to ensure every child has access to a
good diet; at home, on the high street and at school. Our goal is to halve childhood obesity by
2030. In order to advance this mission over the next ten years, we believe we need (among
other things) a new social movement agitating for change. This brief asks you to think about
how Bite Back 2030 could bring the issue of food equality, and the problems inherent in the
current food system, to the forefront of society's mind. What actions could we take to intervene
in and change the food system? How can we create a social movement for change?
The task for the teams was to provide not only an idea, but create a fully costed business plan
that Bite Back could feasibly implement.

* Co-authored by James Toop, Nicki Whiteman, Richard Vidgen, and Jocelyn Bailey.
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Team 1*: Be Part of the Story
Team 1’s proposal is to put young people,
particularly those most affected and at risk,
front and centre of the conversation, through
a large scale content creation exercise.
Starting with those already involved, young
people will be encouraged to create and
share their own photo and video content that
reflects their personal views and lived
experiences of the food system. Responses
would be curated by the Bite Back social
media team and shared in a monthly roundup of videos and stories. This strategy would
both grow the number of supporters, and
provide Bite Back with richer insight into the
lives and experiences of young people.

*Adam Deng, Chris Widjaja, Deniz Ipek, Monica De La Rosa, Sean Murphy
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Team 2*: Fight the Food System
Team 2’s proposal recognizes that changing
the food system and tackling childhood
obesity is a complex issue without a single
solution: their strategy is a gradually scaling
programme of challenge competitions, run by
young people, for young people, to come up
with campaigns and initiatives that respond
to food-related issues of local concern to
them. The ambition is to grow the campaign
over three years with up to 1300 individual
initiatives and 7800 participants across 25
cities. This strategy would develop new youth
leaders passionate about the issue, raise
awareness for Bite Back, and educate the
public in general.

*Isabella Tumabat-Pratt, Charlotte Dimopoulos, Emily Rosenblum, Filip Harding, Hamid Moosavi, Maddie Ford, Meng He
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Team 3*: Building Scalable Partnerships
Team 3’s proposal is to work with
universities, their career services, student
unions, and students to run local initiatives
and reach affected young people. Students
would be taken through Bite Back’s training
program and equipped with a toolkit to
kickstart local initiatives, reaching young
people and developing a network of youth
leaders, raising awareness of the issue and
creating change. Building on the existing
infrastructure of universities, over three years
the programme would expand to 10
universities and recruit around 600 youth
leaders.

*Aliyah Finkel, Liv Foged, Mark Homans, Lilian Horler, Felicitas von Droste, Ellen Burgin
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Team 4*: Bite Back Action
Team 4’s proposal has three key elements: a
provocative film re-framing childhood obesity
as a social justice emergency; an online
platform supporting the social movement,
that invites supporters to answer a few key
questions about themselves and how they
would like to be engaged, provides clear
calls to action, and personalized action plans
for those signed up; and a programme of
local campaigns (‘Bite Back Action’) run by
engaged young activists.

*Vanessa Dewey, Tufail Khan, Ariana Regalado, Lydia Jenner, Mingming Huang, Samuel Orme, Steven Doan
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Thank you

